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You've spent a lot of time on this project-

maybe even years!  But you are finally finished

your final draft!  

You want to get published.

Now the hard part begins!  You have a lot of

tough decisions waiting for you along the road

to getting published.  

First things first, you have to decide if you

would like to self-publish, spend thousands of

dollars on a partnership contract with a hybrid

publisher or try your hand at submitting your

manuscript to a publisher.

What is a Book Proposal?

If you decided that you'd like to find a

traditional publisher for your manuscript, then

you have to write a Book Proposal.  

A book proposal is a very technical document

that can be simply described as the ultimate

sales pitch for your book to the publisher.  

Query Letter

Synopsis

Sample of the Writing

Market Analysis

Competitive Analysis

Author Biography & Platform

Promotional Plan

Depending on the publisher's preferences,

a book proposal could consist of:

Each one of these documents inside the

proposal have technical requirements,

that if not done properly, could result in the

publisher moving onto the next proposal

on their pile.

And you don't want that.

The only way to ensure that
your book gets scene and
acknowledged for the gem that
it is, is by hiring a professional!

Book Proposals
& Traditional Publishing



Our
Proposal Writing &
Distribution Packages

 

We know what publishers are looking
for  

We have submitted dozens of proposals to
publishers on behalf of clients and have received
high praise from publishers receiving those
documents.  

On average our clients receive 1-3 requests for
more information from a publisher upon
submission of a proposal that we have written for
them.

We know which publishers are looking
for unsolicited submissions 

There are thousands of publishers out there who
accept unsolicited submissions from authors and
their editors.  Over the years we have collected
contact information, submission requirements
and other data from hundreds of publishers
and organized it by genre.   At this time we have
working publisher databases for: historical fiction,
speculative fiction (i.e, sci-fi and fantasy),
children's picture books, Young adults, romance
and more.

 "It was delightful to receive
such a well written and
professionally laid out
submission. You have a

fascinating synopsis and
excerpt."

-feedback from Editor @
Mirador Publishing



SUBMIT
How to 

Go to our website using this link:

https://www.stonecreekediting.ca/service-

request-form 

and fill out the service request form.  

We will then send you an email confirming

that we have received your submission.    We

will ask you to submit the following

information:

1) A little blurb about yourself, when you

started to write, and what your writing

ambitions are.

2) A synopsis of the whole book

3) An outline (if you have one already;

otherwise we will develop one together)

3) The Full Manuscript.  Don't worry if it isn't

finished or even started yet. Just send us

anything that you have.

If you have any questions regarding this

process please reach out: 

stonecreekediting@gmail.com
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AFTER I  SUBMIT?
What Happens

Once we have received your
outline, manuscript and your
author biographical blurb, 

We Will:

1)  Draw up a Contract for the
services that you have requested
which stipulates the rate of pay,
type of payments accepted,
timeline of the project and other
terms and conditions.  
2) Submit the signed contract to
Stonecreek Editing Services. 
3) We have begun our
partnership!  Our editors will
reach out to you asap to get the
ball rolling.
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We're sure you have an
amazing idea for a book and

we'd love to hear about it!
 

Submit today at:
stonecreekediting.ca

Stay in Touch:
www.stonecreekediting.ca

stonecreekediting@gmail.com

@StonecreekEditing


